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Abstract. A criterion is given for the stability of the trivial

solution of a linear system of differential equations with variable

coefficients and variable delays under the assumptions of continuity

and boundedness of the coefficients and continuous differentiabil-

ity of the delays. The criterion is a condition on the roots of a cer-

tain "quasi-polynomial," i.e. a polynomial in a variable and expo-

nentials of that variable. The derivation is based on Lyapunov's

direct method.

Introduction. The question of the stability of the trivial solution of

systems of the form

(1) x'it) - £ Aiit)xit - riit)),       t>t
1=0

where x(i) = (xi(0, *«(*), " • *, *»(0), Ai(l) 0 = °. 1. ' ' ' . m) are

»X« matrices, r¡(í) (r0(¿) —0, r¡it)>0, t>t0, 1=1, • • ■ , m) are re-

tardations, is resolved, in the case that the coefficients and retarda-

tions are constant, if the character of the roots of the "quasi-poly-

nomial"

X7 - X Aiexpi-Xri) = 0

is known. (Here / is the unit nXn matrix and \A\ denotes the

determinant of the matrix A.) Namely, the trivial solution of (1) is

stable if all the roots have negative real parts and unstable if at

least one root has a positive real part [l]. In this paper we consider

the general case in which the coefficients and retardations in (1) are

nonconstant and under certain assumptions obtain sufficient condi-

tions for stability of the trivial solution. These conditions bear a

resemblance to the ones in the case of constant coefficients and re-

tardations and are applicable to this case also. The method is based

on the use of Lyapunov functionals as developed by N. N. Krasov-

skiï [3], [2].
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1. Summary of results. We first introduce some notation and

definitions.

Let Ei denote the set consisting of those values of t—T¡(t) which

are less or equal to to for t^to. The set E = U¡E¡ shall be called the

initial set for the system (1).

We denote

||*(*)||»  = SUp | Xi(s) |  , |l*(0||   =     SUp     | Xi(t) |  ,
0<s<T-l<i<n l<i<n

[■»•/•• 2 -|'/2 [-     n       2       -11/2

ll*(Ô||r*=        ZE Xf(s)ds ,       \\x(t)\\i  =        E**(0 •
L i-i ¡=i^í-í¡(') J L >=i        -1

We now make the following assumptions on the system (1):

(a) The elements of the matrices Ai(t), 1 = 0, 1, • • • , m are con-

tinuous and bounded functions for t^to.

(b) The retardations t¡(¿)>0, 1 = 1, 2, • • • , m, (t0(¿)=0), are

continuously differentiable functions of t for t>t0 and 0íStJ(¿) ^a<l.

(c) The sets £¡ are nonempty.

Let us denote

A*(l, X) = (2X - m)In - (A0(f) + Äa(t)),

where /„ is the unit nXn matrix and Ä denotes the transpose of the

matrix A.

Let

(2)   D(\,t) = A*o(t, X)- E (1-t,'(0)-M,(/)1,(0 exp(-2Xr¡(0)

We now state the main theorem.

Theorem 1. If for each t>t0, D(t, X)=0 has real roots, let M(t)

denote the largest of these, then if M(t) ^7<0, the trivial solution of (1)

is asymptotically stable.

We shall prove this theorem in the next section.

Remark. In the case that the coefficients and the retardations are

all constant this provides a simplified criterion for the stability of the

trivial solution of the system (1) as we need to know only the real

roots of DÇK, t) =0. The disadvantage is that it does not provide a

criterion for the instability of the trivial solution.

Let us take as an example a 2X2 system with one retarded argu-

ment.
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/xiit)V _ /auit)auit)\/xiil)\      /M0M0\/*i(< ~ TW)\

\x2it)J       \a»i(0oii(oA*î(0/      VMOMO/Wí - t(0)/

and setting /3 = 2X, we obtain

/S2 - /Sei + c2 - 0e-»dt + tr+dt + e~2^d, = D(ß/2, t),

where (omitting arguments)

Ci = (2 + 2<x22 + 2«ii),

c2 = (1 + 2an)(l + 2a22) — iai2 + a2i)2,

(1 - r')di = bli + b\t + bit + b\2,

(1 - r')d2 = (en + &)(1 + 2a22) + (ô2i + b\i)ii + 2an)

+ 2(ai2 + a2i)(6n62i + b22bi2),

(1 - r')2d3 = (iuJ„ - ¿>i262i)2.

For stability the roots of D(ß/2, t)=0 must be negative for all ¿.

In general, one would have to use some method of successive approxi-

mations to compute the roots, e.g. Newton's method. Let us take the

example

/*i(0\/-2       fl(0\/*i(O\

\xiit))     \-ait)   -3/WO/

/*iiWM0\/*i(<-iog/)\

VMflMfl/W/-log 0/
t> 2,

where ait), bijit) are continuous functions of t. We have,

Diß/2,1) = ß2 + Sß + 15 +git, ß),

where

ßl 2 2 2 2

*& #  = - Tr-71 (*» + Ôl2 + *21 + b2¿
fit - 1)

[5(ôii + b\2) + 3(*A + bit) I
tit-D

t2

+ tvft _ 1)2 (-bnbîi - ôl2Ô2l)2-

For stability it would be sufficient that | l+g(¿, ß)\ <4.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let z,(í) = e~x,x¡(¿), t = l, • • • , «, where X

is a fixed real number. Substituting into (1) we obtain the system
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d')

z'(t) = (Ao(t) - \I)z(t)

+ È Ai(t) exp(-\Tl(t))z(t - t,(0),        t > t0,
i=i

where z(t) = (zi(t), ■ ■ ■ , zn(t)). We will investigate the stability of

the trivial solution of this system. To this end we take the Lyapunov

functional

(3) <p(t) = n*(oii; + \\z(t)\\\
It is easily seen that this functional satisfies the conditions of the

Krasovskiï stability theorem [3]. Along the trajectories of (1')

dd>

dl

(4)

ZZ j(2X - m)8if - 2Aoif(t)}zi(t)zf(t)

n       m

+ ES(l-W(0)f*(*-riW)

- 2 Z Z Z Auf(t) exp(-\r,(t))zi(t)zf(t - t,(0).
«=i y=i i~i

For fixed real X, the trivial solution of (1') is stable if the quadratic

form in the «(w + 1) variables Zi(t), Zi(t—T¡), i—I, • • • , n,

1=1, ■ ■ ■ , m, is positive definite for all t>t0. It is not difficult to see

that this will indeed be so for sufficiently large positive values of X.

Indeed, the diagonal terms can be made as large as we please, whereas

the off diagonal terms approach zero as X becomes large. The matrix

associated with the quadratic form (4) can be written in block form as

(5)       B

Ao*(t,\),-Ai(t)e-^<\- ■ ..

-Äi(t)e~^'\Di,0, • ■ ■ ,0

-i2(0<rx'2(,\0, Di,0, • • • ,0

-Am(t)e-^" (O i

where

\-Am(t)e-^'\0, ■ ■ ■ ,0,Dm

A*0(t, X) = (2X - m)In - (Aoa(t) + A0fi(t)),

Di = (1 - ri (t))In,

and In is the unit «Xn matrix.

The roots of \B— ßl\ =0 shall be real and positive for fixed t>to

and sufficiently large X. For sufficiently small X the quadratic form
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in (4) shall be nonpositive and since the roots of \B— ßl\ =0 are

continuous functions of X at least one root shall be zero for some

value of X [4]. These values of X are the values of X satisfying | B(\, t) |

= 0. It is easily seen [4] that

m

\B(\,t)\ = na-w(o)ö(x,o,

where DÇK, t) is defined by (2). Since by assumption 1 — T't(t) p±0 all i

and t, I J3(X, i)| =0 implies D(K, t)=0. Let M(t) denote the largest of

the real roots of D(\, t) =0. Suppose M(t) 5¡7<0 and take 7<X0<0.

Then the quadratic form in (4) shall be positive definite for all t>t0

if X=X0. But this implies that z¡(t) =exp(|X0| t)Xi(t)—->0 as i—><*>,

i = i, • • • , n. Thus ||#(0|| ^kexp( — |X0| t) for some k>0. This proves

the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (1).

Remark. For stability of the trivial solution of (1) it is sufficient

that all the roots ß(K, t) of the polynomial | BÇK, t) —ju(X, t)l\ =0 be

positive for some X<0 uniformly in /. This would be a more general,

albeit, more cumbersome, criterion of stability than that of Theo-

rem 1.
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